SAP® Certified Mobile App - works on SAP ECC and S/4HANA.

RACETM Dynamic Forms – No-Code/Low-Code
Configurable Digital Forms Solution
REPLACE MANUAL, TEDIOUS AND LINEAR FIELD DATA CAPTURE
Industrial plants are realizing the value of operational data in terms of reducing equipment
downtime, risk assessment and mitigation, and safety and regulatory compliance.
Capturing field data, however, has traditionally been a laborious, slow and inaccurate
process. Manual data capture doesn’t give a real-time picture of the plant’s status. Mobile
technology has revolutionized data capture and sharing. Front-line workers can now
quickly, efficiently and accurately record maintenance and compliance information
digitally via mobile device. The data is also immediately entered into SAP so that decision
makers can analyze it in real time to make informed operational choices.

OPERATOR ROUNDS AND
INSPECTIONS

RACE Dynamic
Forms’ low-code/
no-code technology
lets administrators
create and modify
digital forms in less
than 30 minutes.
• Create, edit, email and print
digital forms with ease and
mobility
• Flexibility to adapt forms to
ongoing business needs and
innovation
• Track field work and update
stakeholders with real-time
data

www.innovapptive.com.

When equipment fails, plant production
can grind to a halt until repairs are made.
Each time production lines are down,
revenue stops flowing, profit margins are
squeezed and customer relationships
endangered. Plant maintenance
departments conduct operator rounds
and inspections to find issues that
could lead to unplanned downtime.
Traditional data collection processes
are too slow and error-prone to permit
timely preventative action. Configurable,
digital operator rounds and inspection
checklists – editable to meet changing
business needs – can provide quick,
thorough and accurate information
to decision makers in real time. Work
orders can be issued in mere moments
to correct an issue before it becomes a
downtime-producing problem.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
COMPLIANCE
Industrial plants must deal with
overlapping federal, state and local
regulatory authorities. This makes it tough
to remain compliant. It also exposes the
plant to potential sanctions. Agencies
are rewriting rules and regulations in
response to global health and worker
safety concerns. Traditional data
collection methods often fail to collect
all environmental, health and safety
compliance information. They’re also

tedious to enter into SAP, meaning it
takes valuable time for data to reach
compliance managers. Plants face
additional risks for incidents and
potential regulatory fines, sanctions and/
or lawsuits.

OVERCOME THESE CHALLENGES
Innovapptive – a Connected Worker
platform provider – believes in getting
jobs done better, faster, cheaper and
safer. We’ve developed RACE Dynamic
Forms. RACE Dynamic Forms offers
more than 150+ pre-packaged and
reconfigurable digital forms that can be
completed on a mobile device. These
dynamic forms can be integrated into
work order management, inventory
management or other relevant
assignments your front-line worker needs
to carry out in addition to field data
collection.

A PATENTED PLATFORM TO
EMPOWER YOUR TEAMS
Utilize low-code/no-code technology to
create, edit, modify and deploy digital
operator round checklists, compliance
forms, risk assessments, health
questionnaires, safety checklists, etc. Use
preconfigured forms from your library or
ours. Or make your own – in 30 minutes
or less. No need to wait on IT. Deploy the
digital forms for immediate use. Flip the
page to learn more…
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FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports Android, iOS and Windows applications
Runs on Tablet Devices, Mobiles and Desktops
Customizable dashboard
Works in Online or Offline modes
Automate workflows integrated with system of records
Push changes in real-time
Real-time data validation
Role-based access to forms
Integrates with hands-free devices
Configurable field types and validations

FUNCTIONALITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple, easy-to-use, mobile user experience
Forms dashboard
Search forms
Filter forms
Favorite forms
Advanced form field types
Field validation rules
Form instructions
Form approvals
Save drafts
Save forms as PDFs
Email/Print forms
Offline outbox

WHAT USERS ARE SAYING ABOUT
RACE DYNAMIC FORMS
“RACE Dynamic Forms is what truly
sets Innovapptive apart. No one else
offers such a solution. We operate in
a highly regulated environment, so
compliance is extremely important
to us. We simply couldn’t keep up
with all the changes, and with an
inefficient paper-based process,
we were falling further behind. Now,
thanks to RACE Dynamic Forms, our
compliance measures have gone
from slow, time-consuming and
labor-intensive to fast, easy and
efficient. No-code digital forms have
been a complete game-changer
throughout our enterprise.”
Jim Hilt – EHS Director

MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about RACE Dynamic Forms and how it transforms
maintenance and compliance, schedule a free demo today by
calling 844-464-6668.

www.innovapptive.com.

24 Greenway Plaza, Suite 1501
Houston, TX 77046
USA
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